Serving Indiana Students with
Dyslexia through Wonders
Wonders is crafted on a backbone of effective, classroom tested principles
of literacy instruction coupled with rich texts across genres to promote
positive learning outcomes for all students, including those with dyslexia.

Characteristics of Dyslexia
Estimates place the number of students with with a language-based learning disability at approximately
15-20% of the total student population. Dyslexia is the most common of the language based learning
disabilities, and affects males and females equally.1 A student with dyslexia is typified as a student
who continually struggles with reading and writing but displays an ability to learn when there are
no print materials involved.
Students identified with dyslexia often have difficulties in the following areas2:
• Rapid naming of letters

• Word attack skills

• Phonological memory

• Spelling

• Reading words in isolation

• Oral reading (slow and inaccurate)

The Indiana Department of Education defines dyslexia as a specific learning disability that is neurobiological
in origin. It is characterized by difficulties with accurate and/or fluent word recognition, poor spelling
and decoding abilities. These difficulties typically result from a deficit in the phonological component
of language that is often unexpected in relation to other cognitive abilities and the provision of effective
classroom instruction.
Secondary consequences may include difficulties with reading comprehension, which can impede
acquisition of vocabulary and background knowledge.

1

Understanding Dyslexia - Dyslexia Center of Utah, https://www.dyslexiacenterofutah.org/Statistics.
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Reid, Gavin. Dyslexia: a Practitioner’s Handbook. Wiley Blackwell, 2016. pg 43.

Instructional Approaches for Indiana
Students with Dyslexia in Wonders
Wonders is a K–5 literacy program built on instructional best practices
that is well-suited to meet the needs of students with dyslexia.
These instructional approaches include:

DIFFER ENTIATED INST RUCT ION • SMALL GR O UP

Approaching Level
Phonics/Decoding
DECODE WORDS WITH r-CONTROLLED VOWEL are
OBJECTIVES

I Do

Demonstrate and apply
phonetic knowledge.

3.2(A)

Learn new language
structures heard during
classroom instruction and
interactions. (c)2.C.1

TIER

2

Review that when the letter r follows a vowel sound, it changes the way the
vowel is pronounced. Tell students that the r-controlled vowel /âr/ can be
spelled are, as in care. Underline are. Point out that in care, the letters are
work together to represent one r-controlled vowel sound. Repeat with bare
and fare. Review the vowel letters and sound for each word.

We Do

Write rare and stare on the board. Model how to decode each word.
Underline each are and model blending. Run your finger under each word
as you sound it out. Have students sound out the words with you.

You Do

Add these words to the board: hare, blare, spare, ware. Have students read
each word aloud and identify its vowel sound. Then point to the words in
random order for students to read chorally. Repeat several times.

• Multiple instructional pathways. Students with dyslexia typically benefit from teaching,
re-teaching, and additional practice to master key components of reading as compared
to their peers. Wonders is a robust literacy program that offers educators multiple
pathways to ensure students with dyslexia have mastered literacy skills.

PRACTICE r-CONTROLLED VOWELS /âr/ AND /îr/
OBJECTIVES

I Do

Remind students that when a vowel is followed by the letter r, it changes
the way the vowel is pronounced. Write the word dairy on the board. Then
read the word aloud. Point out that the letters air work together to make
r-controlled /âr/. This sound can also be spelled using the letters are and
ear. Give examples. Repeat with /îr/ and the spellings eer, ear, and ere

We Do

Write the words staircase, compare, bear, appear, sphere, and career
on the board. Underline the r-controlled spelling in each word and model
blending. Model decoding staircase, then help students read the rest of the
words.

You Do

Point to the words in random order for students to chorally read.

Demonstrate and apply
phonetic knowledge by
decoding multisyllabic words
with r-controlled syllables.

3.2(A)(ii)

Learn new language
structures heard during
classroom instruction and
interactions (c)2.C.1
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CORE

Program: TX

DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

Introduce the Concept T20–T21

Strategy Summarize, T32–T33

Introduce the Genre/Listening Comprehension T22–T23

Text Features Key Words and Charts, T34–T35

Read the Anchor Tex
Earth, T45A–T45O

Read the Shared Read “Earth and Its Neighbors,” T24–T29

Skill Main Idea and Key Details, T36–T37

Take Notes About Te
T45A–T45O

Summarize Quick Write, T29

Shared Read Comprehension: Craft
and Structure, T38–T39

Grammar Action Verb

Vocabulary Words in Context, Suffixes, T30–T31

Expand Vocabulary T

Respond to Reading T40–T41

Grammar Action Verbs, T60

Study Skill/Research and Inquiry T44–T45

Spelling r-Controlled Vowels /ûr/, T64

• Explicit instruction in homogenous small groups. A reading program attuned to the
success of students with dyslexia must support teachers in identifying unique learner
profiles, grouping students within the class according to their needs, and providing
instruction to address those needs specifically. Wonders is a complete literacy
program with resources, both online and in print, designed to build student
reading capacity through targeted instruction in small groups.

OPTIONAL

Grammar Action Verbs, T60

Preteach Vocabulary T30–T31

Phonics r-Controlled Vowels, T42–T43

Grammar Talk About

Grammar Talk About It, T60

Fluency Expression, T43

Spelling r-Controlled

Expand Vocabulary T68

Grammar Talk About It, T60
Spelling r-Controlled Vowels /ûr/, T64
Expand Vocabulary T68

SMALL
GROUP

INSTRUCTION

APPROACHING

ON LEVEL

Leveled Reader
Destination Saturn, T72–T73
“Why the Stars Twinkle,” T73
Literature Circles, T73

Fluency
Expression, T80 2

TIER

Comprehension
Identify Key
Details, T80 2
Review Main
Idea and Key
Details, T81
TIER

Genre Passage
“Seeing Red,” T74–T75
Phonics/Decoding
r-Controlled Vowels, T76 2
Vocabulary
High-Frequency and
Vocabulary Words, T78 2
Answer Yes/No Questions, T79
Suffixes -y and -ly, T79
TIER

Leveled Reader
Destination Saturn, T82–T83
“Why the Stars Twinkle,” T83
Literature Circles, T83

BEYOND
Comprehension
Review Main
Idea and Key
Details, T87

Leveled Reader
Destination Saturn, T
“Why the Stars Twin
Literature Circles, T8
GIF
Synthesize, T89
TA

Genre Passage
“Seeing Red,” T84–T85

Genre Passage
“Seeing Red,” T90–T9
Independent Study, T

Vocabulary
Review Vocabulary Words,
T86
Suffixes -y and -ly, T86

Vocabulary
Review Domain-Spec
Words, T92
Suffixes -y and -ly, T9
Independent Study, T

TIER

H OW TO D IF FE RE N TIATE
T16

Use your Check for Success observations and Data Dashboard to
determine each student’s needs. Then select instructional support
options throughout the week.

UNIT 3 WEEKS 1 AND 2
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Day

Sound-Spelling Review

Word Work

1

Review /t/, /p/: Ask children to tell the initial sound of
the words tie and pen as you display the Photo Cards.
Build Fluency: Show Word-Building Cards: a, m, p, s, t.
Have children say each sound. Repeat and vary the pace.

Word Work

DAY 1

OBJECTIVES
Demonstrate phonological
awareness by recognizing
spoken alliteration or groups of
words that begin with the same
spoken onset or initial sound.

Phonemic Awareness
5 Phonological Awareness

5

Mins

DailyPhoneme
Focus Isolation

K.2(A)(ii)

Mins

the Photo Card
for insect.READING
Listen
AFTER
Great
Day” with children.
for the sound at the beginning Read
of this“A
word:
insect.

Phonics
Say the sound with me: /iii/. Insect
has /i/ Explain
at the that rhyming
1 Model
• Introduce and Blend Words
beginning.
Say it, is, in and have children
words repeat.
end with the same sounds.
with Long a: a,
ai, ay, ea, ei

Emphasize phoneme /i/.

Say: I will say two words from

Structural Analysis
• Contractions with
’re, ’ll,
Let’s’s,play
a ’ve
song.

Develop basic sight
vocabulary used routinely
in written classroom materials.

Phonics/Fluency

Identify and Generate Rhyme

Phonological
Model Display
1 Awareness
• Identify and Generate Rhyme

Demonstrate and apply
phonetic knowledge by
identifying and matching the
common sounds that letters
represent. K.2(B)(i)

A Great Day
Hey, hey, hooray!

It’s a
really
great day!
O
the poem.
Listen for the rhyming
Listen for words with
/i/ at the
OPTI N
Photo Card
sounds
the ends of these
High-Frequency
Words
Let’s all stay outside
beginning.
Play “Kim Hears an Insect”
and at
have
Day,
stay.and
Do these
words
children listen for /i/. Let’s listen to words.
the song
again
clap when
Read
And take
Mins a bike ride.
• Decodable Reader:
Vol. 3:
rhyme?
Day sing
and the
stayletter
both end
we hear
words that begin with /i/. Play
and/or
song
“Ray Saves the Play”
the /ā/
sound.
They
rhyme.
again, encouraging children to join with
in. Have
children
clap
hands
when
OBJECTIVES
Listen: /d/ /ā/, day; /s/ /t/ /ā/, stay. What other words do I know
they hear a word that begins
with /i/.
that rhyme
with day
stay? To figure that out, I will think of words
Decoding
words
withand
specific
that name
end with
the
sameCard:
/ā/ sound. Hay ends in /ā/, so it Display
rhymes with
and
each
Photo
2 Guided Practice/Practice Displayorthographic
patterns
and
the
day
and stay.
Repeat
with
break,
inch, inchworm, invitation. Say
each
picture
name
withand
me.
Tell
me steak; sleigh, weigh; brain, train.
rules,
including
regular

10

(c)4.C.1

TEACH IN
SMALL GROUP

r-Controlled Vowels er, ir, and ur
1 Explain

You may wish to teach the
Word Work lesson in small
groups.

Shirt Sound-Spelling Card. Remind students that when a
vowel is followed by the letter r, the r changes the vowel sound. Point
er, ir, and ur. Provide sample words

the sound at the beginningirregular
of the word.
Guide practice
and provide
plurals.
4.2.(A)(i)
out
2 children
Guidedneed
Practice/Practice
Say: I will say two words. If the
twothat
wordsthe sound /ûr/ is spelled
as needed. If
additional practice
Use
appropriate
fluency
rhyme,
say twoBook
more
words116.
that rhyme with them. Guidefor
children
and
identifying the /t/ sound, have them
use
Practice
page
each
spelling (her, fir, turn).
(rate,
and prosody)
offeraccuracy,
corrective feedback
until children can work independently.

Handwriting corrective feedback
• Lowercase Cursive h, k, g, q

English Language
Learners

when reading grade-level
spray, clay
they, prey
text. 4.4

Phonemic Awareness,
Guided Practice/Practice
Encourage children to
repeat the phoneme /i/
several times. Point to a
card and ask children to
tell what they see. Give
corrective feedback by
modeling pronunciation.
Then help children identify
the initial sound in each
word using: Inch begins
with the sound /i/.

OBJECTIVES

rain, rail

raise, praise

tail
Model
2 mail,
bat, bait

Name:

Address:
Date:

2.2(A)(i)

Time:

RSVP:

rhyme using Practice Book page 173.
(c)5.A.1

Learn academic vocabulary
heard during classroom
instruction and interactions.

(c)2.C.4

sand, gain

paint, faint

Learn relationships between
Write the word turn on the board. Underline the letters ur. Model how
neigh, and
weighletters of
lay,the
line
paid, stayed
fail, file
sounds
to pronounce the /ûr/ sound. Then run your finger under the word as
English language to represent
sounds Have
whenchildren
writingindependently
in English. practice identifying and generating
you sound out the whole word.

Demonstrate phonological
awareness by producing a
series of rhyming words.

Photo Cards

English Language Learners

Articulation Support

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE

3 Guided Practice
Write the following list of words on the board. Help students identify
each r-controlled vowel sound before pronouncing
each word.

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGEhow to say /i/. RelaxModel
Demonstrate
your face
and rhyming
let the front
part
Choose
words
from the poem and focus on their ending
• identify, expression
• identify, rhyme
of your tongue rise in your mouth.sounds.
Do notHave
let your
lips round.
Have
children
repeat
the words hooray and day. Say: and
Whenpronounce
I say
• Cognates:
identificar,
expresión
• Cognates: children
identificar,practice
rima
the sound /i/
with
you. Say
these
itch,
igloo,
a word,
I want
youwords:
to tell
me the
ending sound: Hooray (/ā/) Day (/ā/)

if, inside. Stretch the initial sound What
when you
saydo
the
word,
then
have
sound
both
words
end
in? (/ā/) Repeat this routine with outside
children repeat.
and ride. Then invite volunteers to complete this frame: Whenblur
two words
rhyme they end with the same sound. The words hooray and day rhyme.
irk
(outside/ride)

first
T28

TEACH IN
SMALL GROUP

Phonological Awareness: page 173

UNIT 3 WEEK
1
Program: T76
TX_Wonders
Component:
TE_WG_WW
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Grade: K
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herd

term

churn

burnt

person

For practice with decoding and encoding, use Practice Book page 127
or online activities.

UNIT 3 WEEK 1
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Use the Tier 2 activity on
page T74 before teaching the
Component: WW
Program:
CR20
lesson.
Grade: 2
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On Level As needed, use the
Read Multisyllabic Words
section only.

Beyond Level Ask students to
suggest other words with
r-controlled vowels.

• Comprehensive reading foundational skills across grade levels.
Students with dyslexia benefit from explicit and comprehensive
instruction and practice in foundational reading skills including
phonemic awareness, phonics, decoding, encoding, word
recognition, fluency, and comprehension. Wonders provides
systematic, multisensory instruction for foundational skills
across all grade levels.

ELL See page 5 in the
Language Transfer Handbook
for guidance in identifying
sounds and symbols that may
not transfer for speakers of
certain languages, and for
support in accommodating
those students.

T40

UNIT 3 WEEKS 1 AND 2

BEFORE READING

Introduce the Concept
10
Mins

Talk About It
Essential Question
What do we know about Earth and its neighbors?

• Clear purpose for reading. Because reading is a frustration point for students with dyslexia,
a literacy program must offer both high-interest texts at their reading level and explicit
reasons to read to entice these students to work through their frustrations. Wonders links
essential questions to high-quality texts across genres to pique curiosity, cue background
knowledge, and present a meaningful reason for students to read and re-read.

Display the online Student Learning Goals for this genre study. Read the
key concept: Discoveries. Tell students that they will read expository texts
that focus on discoveries in space. Explain that they will analyze text
features and be able to talk and write about how we learn more about our
solar system.

Reading/Writing Companion

OBJECTIVES
Listen actively, ask relevant
questions to clarify
information, and make pertinent
comments. 3.1(A)

Read the Essential Question on Reading/Writing Companion page viii.
Discuss the photograph of the night sky. Draw attention to the fact that
celestial bodies are so far away that scientists needed to develop special
methods to learn more about them.

Work collaboratively with
others by following agreedupon rules, norms, and
protocols. 3.1(D)

• Astronomy is the study of outer space.
• Astronomers study the planets as well as the objects far beyond our
solar system. They use special tools such as telescopes, satellites, and
spaceships to study the universe.

Use prior knowledge to
understand meanings in
English. (c)1.A.1
Identify the planets in Earth’s
solar system and their
position in relation to the
Sun. Science TEKS 3.8(D)

Ask: Which of Earth’s neighbors is in this picture? How do you think
people have learned about planets, moons, and stars? Have students
discuss in groups. Then have them raise other questions about Earth and
its neighbors.

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE

• Model using the graphic organizer to generate words and phrases
related to objects in the sky. Add students’ contributions.

• astronomy, solar system
• Cognates: astronomía,

• Have partners continue the discussion by sharing what they have
learned about Earth and its neighbors. They can complete the graphic
organizer, generating additional related words and phrases.

sistema solar

Digital Tools
Show the image during class
discussion. Then play the video.

Make Connections

INTEGRATE IDEAS

Collaborative Conversations
Add New Ideas As students engage in partner, small group,
and whole-class discussions, encourage them to add new ideas to
their conversations. Remind students to

Discuss
Concept

• stay on topic and speak in complete sentences when asked to
provide details or clarify their statements.

Watch
Video

• connect their own ideas to things their peers have said.
• look for ways to connect their personal experiences or prior
knowledge to the conversation.

T20

Reading/Writing Companion

OBJECTIVES

Describe with increasing
specificity and detail to fulfill
content area writing needs as
more English is acquired. (c)5.G.2

10
Mins

Text Connections

DOK 1–2

Talk About It

• Identify what we know about
Earth and its neighbors.
• Take notes and summarize.
prompts as needed.

COLLABORATE

DOK 2–3
• Analyze the text, craft, and
structure.
• Use the Reading/Writing
Companion.

DOK 4

Share and discuss students’ responses to the “Eyes in the Sky” Blast. Then
write the Essential Question on the board: What do you know about Earth
and its neighbors? Below that, draw a four-column chart with headings
Earth, “Why the Sun Is Red,” the photograph “Star Trails over La Silla,” and
the “Eyes in the Sky” Blast. Organize students into small groups and explain
that they will complete the activities on Reading/Writing Companion
page 24 and discuss how the photograph, the Blast, and the selections
they have just read relate to Earth and its neighbors. Have groups use the
chart to take notes.

Cite Text Evidence

• Integrate knowledge and ideas.
• Make text-to-text connections.

Guide students to see the connections between the photograph “Star Trails
over La Silla” on Reading/Writing Companion page 24 and the texts.
Remind students to read the caption and the Quick Tip.

• Use the Integrate/Make
Connections lesson.
• Use Reading/Writing
Companion, page 24.

Write

• Inspire action.

Students should refer to their notes on the four-column chart as they
respond to the writing prompt at the bottom of the page. When students
have finished writing, have the different groups share and discuss their
responses.
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Reading/Writing Companion, p. 24

Close Reading Routine

• Use

UNIT 3 WEEKS 1 AND 2
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Make connections to
personal experiences and
ideas in other texts. 3.6(E)

• Increased opportunity to experience success. While reading and writing can be pain
points, students with dyslexia may shine when learning and expression of what has
been learned is separated from print. For example, some students with dyslexia
exhibit strong speaking skills and excel at drawing connections from the “big picture”.
Wonders includes components that allow students to develop and showcase these
skills in tandem with reading and writing.

UNIT 3 WEEKS 1 AND 2
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